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S5 to S5

Coupling S5-controller with PD-port at S5-controller with PD-port via network

Remote Maintenance via keyboard and voice

The MESSI remote-station will be called directly by integrated mobile-phone. If a
connection comes off, digital In- and Outputs for teleswitching will be transmitted. Each
device can both transmit state of things and accordingly receive switch signals.



Programming of S7-PLC-devices via LAN

S7-PLC with PPI, MPI, Profibus connection, but data should be read/written via network?

 Ethernet-CP cannot be used because of the effort (hardware-configuration), price, space
in the rack, availability. Plug S7-LAN-module/MPI-LAN-cable into a free bus-connector,
assign the IP-address and the PLC can be reached via the network. There is no need to
invest any more effort. The adapter can be parameterized via an integrated web-server or a
configuration-tool. No changes to the S7-PLC are necessary to operate the adapter. 
 The adapter can also be used to implement PUT/GET-connections to other controls, but
the PLC-program must be changed for this. Other PLCs can just as well read/write data
from this controller via PUT/GET; nothing needs to be changed in the PLC program. 
 Automation very easy: Connect, parameterize and work.

Data backup S5-PLC on FTP-Server

S5-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PG-socket and Ethernet
on FTP-server



Logging and analysis of communication data

You want check,why your application cant communicate with the PLC or why after some
time past the communication will be broken? No problem, integrate the
PG-FOX-hardware in this communication way and log through the PG-FOX-software on
an PC the sended data in the exact time. So, you can later check the date and find a
solution of the problem.

Save time and money

Connect panel to PLC or PLC to PLC, why waste time and money unnecessarily?
 Get an expensive bus-cable, screw the bus-connector and also make the classic mistake in
the wiring (shield-connection to bus-line). Why all this effort when there is a ready-made
solution:
 MPI/Profibus-connection-cable with a length of 1m, cast D-Sub-housing with
screw-bolts. Only the signals A + B (bus itself), ground and RTS-AS are 1to1 applied, so
no problems with possible voltages, compensating currents.
 Simply plug it on to the MPI- or Profibus-interface, screw it on and communicate.


